BOOKING
Team Vinoteca
Tel. +39.0461.662672
vinoteca@endrizzi.it

Wine shop, tours and tastings.
From Monday to Sunday.
10.00 - 19.00

GUIDED TOURS
EASY

wine trekking KÖNIGSBERG

Booking is recommended

Booking is recommended

Endrizzi tells its story during a walk, which starts from the
eco-sustainable Masetto vineyard and arrives to the cellar
between modern steel and historic barrels. Please consider
adding one of our recommended tastings after the guided
tour.

You are in one of the most suitable wine-growing areas of
Trentino, a place full of history, a land full of aromas and flavors.
In 90 minutes, you will have the opportunity to
take a journey through time, culture and impressions.
At the end of the walk, you can taste some of the best Endrizzi
wines in the Vinoteca.

EVERY DAY AT 11 AM AND 3 PM
MIN. 1 PERSON
DURATION APPROX. 45 MIN.
5 € PER PERSON

PREMIUM
By reservation only at least 4 days in advance

Visit Endrizzi’s historic vineyards

Live the complete experience of Endrizzi by visiting our
3 most important vineyards: Piancastello, Kinderleit and
Masetto. Taste the wines directly among the vineyards from
which they come and end the tour in the Vinoteca with a final
guided tasting at the table.

HEIGHT DIFFERENCE 80 M - VISIT ON FOOT OF 4
HISTORIC VINEYARDS
DURATION APPROX. 2,5 HOURS
30 € PER PERSON (TASTING INCLUDED)

GROUPS
By reservation only at least 4 days in advance

Endrizzi tells its story in a walk, which starts from the ecosustainable Masetto vineyard and arrives in the cellar between
modern steel and historic barrels. Final personalized tasting in
the Vinoteca.
ABOVE 10 PEOPLE

FROM 1 TO MAX 8 PEOPLE

DURATION APPROX. 1,5 HOURS

DURATION APPROX. 2 -3 HOURS

30 € PER PERSON (TASTING INCLUDED)

50 € PER PERSON (TASTING INCLUDED)

PRESTIGE
By reservation only at least 6 days in advance

Visit Endrizzi’s historic vineyards
in company of the winemaker

Live the complete experience of Endrizzi accompanied
by our winemaker in our 3 most important vineyards:
Piancastello, Kinderleit and Masetto. Taste the wines directly
among the vineyards from which they come, discover some
preview barrel tastings and conclude the tour in the Vinoteca
with a final tasting at the table.
FROM 1 TO MAX 8 PEOPLE
DURATION APPROX. 2 -3 HOURS
100 € PER PERSON (TASTING INCLUDED)

ONLINE
Online tasting, available by reservation,
on Thursdays and Fridays between 6 and 8 pm

Receive the wine box comfortably at home and take an
appointment with our Vinoteca Team for the online guided
video tasting. The box contains 3 representative wines of
Endrizzi: Piancastello Riserva, DALIS Bianco, Masetto Nero.
DURATION APPROX. 30 MIN.
65 € PER PERSON

